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It is advised to submit paper after you log in with registered ID.

It is recommended to check if you are already registered by finding out ID/PW before signing up as a new member.
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This is designed to allow you to move to page for author or reviewer depending on membership after you log in.

**A.** Checking if a new manuscript is submitted or is being progressed

**B.** Checking if revised manuscript is submitted or is being progressed

**C.** Checking if review of manuscript is completed

**D.** Provision of detailed information for each item of manuscript

**E.** Tip & Notice

Number next to the relevant list represents number of manuscripts that are being processed or completely processed in the relevant menu.

Menu that displays the current status of manuscript submission by user.
Author Center > Submit New manuscript > Step 1: Type, Title & Abstract

**SUBMIT A MANUSCRIPT**
Select a manuscript type and a category from the drop-down menu for your manuscript. Enter your title, abstract (350 words or less), and keywords (maximum 5 words) in the appropriate fields below. If you need to insert a special character, click the "Special Characters" button. When you are finished, click "Next."
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C. Author’s name, institution (superscript number), checking by corresponding author, and designation of order

D. Addition of institution

E. Entering of detailed information on corresponding author

In the case of C or D, clicking of ADD leads to addition of list.
A. Selection of file (uploading after selecting title page, original article, table, and figure). Allowed to upload additional file if the total number of files is 5.

B. Button for file upload

C. Checking/saving of uploaded file: writing of figure legend

D. Confirmation of uploaded file – file confirmation (allowed to upload file again after deleting it). Designation of figure order.
A. V mark: Status mark that indicates that there is no problem

B. X mark: Status mark that indicates that required items are not filled out (modification is required)

C. Message is exposed to announce errors in the relevant process.

D. Move directly to the page for relevant modification
When all of the processes for paper submission are completed, manuscript is submitted after manuscript file is converted to PDF format. View in the case of D after file conversion click the checkbox before submission. When file is clicked, it is allowed to open and save the file.
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**Abstract**
- Desmoplastic trichoepithelioma is a rare benign adnexal tumor. Although it is a benign lesion, patients often want to treat it due to cosmetic concerns when it occurs in easily visible site. In our two cases, topical 5% imiquimod was an attractive treatment option as it is applied by patients themselves and has minimal side effects including leaving no scar. However, the lesions recurred after clinical remission. To the best of our knowledge, this is the only report to utilize imiquimod to treat benign adnexal tumor, especially desmoplastic trichoepithelioma. In addition, the report suggests that imiquimod is not a good treatment option for desmoplastic trichoepithelioma.
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